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Bluebeards Egg
Two girls come of age during the horrors of China’s Cultural Revolution in this
novel by the national bestselling author of Empress Orchid. The young and
beautiful Wild Ginger is only in elementary school, but has already survived hell
through her sheer iron will. Singled out by the Red Guards for her “foreigncolored eyes,” she has seen her deceased father branded a traitor and her
mother commit suicide under the oppressive weight of persecution. But the
young Wild Ginger will not allow herself to be taken down. Nor will she turn her
back on other martyrs—like sweet Maple, daughter of a teacher of Chinese
history, survivor of a labor camp, and victim of daily brutal beatings by a gang girl
called Hot Pepper. While the two become fast friends over their shared
ostracism, it is Wild Ginger who will take her Maoist principles to the extreme,
becoming no less than a national model for the revolutionary Communist
doctrine. But when both self-possessed young girls begin to feel a prohibited
romantic love for the same boy, all three of them will face mortal danger. In this
novel, the author of Pearl of China and the New York Times Notable Book Red
Azalea “continues her extraordinarily acute inquiry into the wounded psyches of
martyrs…and survivors of China's horrific Cultural Revolution… As in all her
unsparing, compelling, and transcendent books, Min discerns both the
vulnerability and strength of individuals and, more disturbingly, unveils the
eroticism of pain. Given our own times, Min's taut and compassionate tale of
oppressed teenagers kept in ignorance of the wider world, children brainwashed
into performing acts of violence and self-destruction, is especially
urgent.”—Booklist
Bluebeard is the main character in one of the grisliest and most enduring fairy
tales of all time. A serial wife murderer, he keeps a horror chamber in which
remains of all his previous matrimonial victims are secreted from his latest bride.
She is given all the keys but forbidden to open one door of the castle.
Astonishingly, this fairy tale was a nursery room staple, one of the tales
translated into English from Charles Perrault's French Mother Goose Tales.
Bluebeard: A Reader's Guide to the English Tradition is the first major study of
the tale and its many variants (some, like “Mr. Fox,” native to England and
America) in English: from the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century chapbooks,
children's toybooks, pantomimes, melodramas, and circus spectaculars, through
the twentieth century in music, literature, art, film, and theater. Chronicling the
story's permutations, the book presents examples of English true-crime figures,
male and female, called Bluebeards, from King Henry VIII to present-day
examples. Bluebeard explores rare chapbooks and their illustrations and the
English transformation of Bluebeard into a scimitar-wielding Turkish tyrant in a
massively influential melodramatic spectacle in 1798. Following the killer's trail
over the years, Casie E. Hermansson looks at the impact of nineteenth-century
translations into English of the German fairy tales of the Brothers Grimm, and the
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particularly English story of how Bluebeard came to be known as a pirate. This
book will provide readers and scholars an invaluable and thorough grasp on the
many strands of this tale over centuries of telling.
A volume of fifty works by the author of the Handmaid's Tale and Morning in the
Burned House applies urgent, meditative, and prophetic tones to pieces that
evaluate topics ranging from the personal to the political. Reprint.
Once there was a little bunny. He was all alone. One day he found an egg. He
could hear something moving inside the egg. What was it? So begins the Golden
Easter classic about a bunny-and a little duck that is about to hatch!
“Ranks with Vonnegut’s best and goes one step beyond . . . joyous, soaring
fiction.”—The Atlanta Journal and Constitution Broad humor and bitter irony
collide in this fictional autobiography of Rabo Karabekian, who, at age seventyone, wants to be left alone on his Long Island estate with the secret he has
locked inside his potato barn. But then a voluptuous young widow badgers Rabo
into telling his life story—and Vonnegut in turn tells us the plain, heart-hammering
truth about man’s careless fancy to create or destroy what he loves. Praise for
Bluebeard “Vonnegut is at his edifying best.”—The Philadelphia Inquirer “The
quicksilver mind of Vonnegut is at it again. . . . He displays all his talents—satire,
irony, ridicule, slapstick, and even a shaggy dog story of epic proportions.”—The
Cincinnati Post “[Kurt Vonnegut is] a voice you can trust to keep poking holes in
the social fabric.”—San Francisco Chronicle “It has the qualities of classic Bosch
and Slaughterhouse Vonnegut. . . . Bluebeard is uncommonly feisty.”—USA
Today “Is Bluebeard good? Yes! . . . This is vintage Vonnegut—good wine from
his best grapes.”—The Detroit News “A joyride . . . Vonnegut is more fascinated
and puzzled than angered by the human stupidities and contradictions he
discerns so keenly. So hop in his rumble seat. As you whiz along, what you
observe may provide some new perspectives.”—Kansas City Star
Postmodern revisions of fairy tales have influenced several discourses and
disciplines especially during the second half of the twentieth century. In
particular, during the course of postmodernism, the rewriting of classic fairy tales
has contributed to the subversion of their stereotypical structures, thus advancing
alternative re-readings. This work offers an investigation into gender discourse in
two postmodern re-writings of Bluebeard, namely Margaret Atwood's
"Bluebeard's Egg" and Shirley Hazzard's The Transit of Venus, especially
focusing on male/queer perspectives that have not yet been taken into
consideration. Starting from an overview on the diverse conceptualisations of the
terms "gender" and "sexuality" in modern and contemporary times, this book
analyses the birth and evolution of male studies and, subsequently, explores the
ways in which they have influenced the interpretation of classical tales. By means
of an intertwined and shifting process, which enables the characters of these
contemporary revisions to "disguise" their identities within the pages and beyond
their texts, the figure of Bluebeard reveals himself as the "in-between" pattern for
contemporary gender conceptualisations.
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Sethe, an escaped slave living in post-Civil War Ohio with her daughter and
mother-in-law, is haunted persistently by the ghost of the dead baby girl whom
she sacrificed, in a new edition of the Nobel Laureate's Pulitzer Prize-winning
novel. Reader's Guide available. Reprint. 60,000 first printing.
This splendid volume of short fiction testifies to Margaret Atwood's startlingly
original voice, full of a rare intensity and exceptional intelligence. Her men and
women still miscommunicate, still remain separate in different rooms, different
houses, or even different worlds. With brilliant flashes of fantasy, humor, and
unexpected violence, the stories reveal the complexities of human relationships
and bring to life characters who touch us deeply, evoking terror and laughter,
compassion and recognition--and dramatically demonstrate why Margaret
Atwood is one of the most important writers in English today.
Discover this sharp, funny short story collection from the bestselling author of The Handmaid’s
Tale and The Testaments A man finds himself surrounded by women who are becoming paler,
more silent and literally smaller; a woman's intimate life is strangely dominated by the fear of
nuclear warfare; a melancholy teenage love is swept away by a hurricane, while a tired, middleaged affection is rekindled by the spectacle of rare Jamaican birds... In these exceptional short
stories, by turns funny and searingly honest, Margaret Atwood captures brilliantly the complex
forces that govern our relationships, and the powerful emotions that guide them. ‘An acute and
poetic observer of the eternal, universal, rum relationships between men and women’ The
Times
In The Rope Walk, Carrie Brown crafts a luminous story of a young girl's coming of age during
a crucial summer in New England. On her tenth birthday Alice meets two visitors to her quiet
town: Theo, the African American grandson of her father's best friend, and Kenneth, an artist
who has come home to convalesce. Theo forms an instant bond with Alice that will indelibly
change them both. The pair in turn befriend Kenneth, and decide to build a “rope walk”
through the woods for him, allowing to make his way through the outdoor world he has always
loved. But their good intentions lead to surprising consequences, and Alice soon learns how
different the world of children and adults really are.
Maria Tatar analyses the many forms the tale of Bluebeard's wife has taken over time, showing
how artists have taken the Bluebeard theme and revived it with their own signature twists.
Davey offers a "glossary” of recurrent Atwood images and symbols that unveil the hidden level
in her writing.
Provides alphabetically arranged entries on folk and fairy tales from around the world, including
information on authors, subjects, themes, characters, and national traditions.
A powerfully and brilliantly crafted novel, Bodily Harm is the story of Rennie Wilford, a young
journalist whose life has begun to shatter around the edges. Rennie flies to the Caribbean to
recuperate, and on the tiny island of St. Antoine she is confronted by a world where her rules
for survival no longer apply. By turns comic, satiric, relentless, and terrifying, Margaret
Atwood's Bodily Harm is ultimately an exploration of the lust for power, both sexual and
political, and the need for compassion that goes beyond what we ordinarily mean by love.
A collection of new essays on the multi-talented Canadian writer Margaret Atwood.
By turns humorous and warm, stark and frightening, Bluebeard's Egg infuses a Canada of the
1940s, '50s and '80s with glowing childhood memories, the harsh realities of parents growing
old, and the casual cruelty that men and women inflict on each other. Here is the familiar outer
world of family summers at remote lakes, winters of political activism, and seasons of exotic
friends, mudane lives and unexpected loves. But here too is the inner world of hidden places
and all that emerges from them—the intimately personal, the fantastic and the shockingly
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real...whether it's what lies in a mysterious locked room or in the secret feelings we all conceal.

Postmodern revisions of fairy tales have influenced several discourses and
disciplines especially during the second half of the twentieth century. In
particular, during the course of postmodernism, the rewriting of classic fairy tales
has contributed to the subversion of their stereotypical structures, thus advancing
alternative re-readings. This work offers an investigation into gender discourse in
two postmodern re-writings of Bluebeard, namely Margaret Atwood’s
“Bluebeard’s Egg” and Shirley Hazzard’s The Transit of Venus, especially
focusing on male/queer perspectives that have not yet been taken into
consideration. Starting from an overview on the diverse conceptualisations of the
terms “gender” and “sexuality” in modern and contemporary times, this book
analyses the birth and evolution of male studies and, subsequently, explores the
ways in which they have influenced the interpretation of classical tales. By means
of an intertwined and shifting process, which enables the characters of these
contemporary revisions to “disguise” their identities within the pages and beyond
their texts, the figure of Bluebeard reveals himself as the “in-between” pattern for
contemporary gender conceptualisations.
Teenage Steven and his father, Corey, take to the road with a Bible, an old army
tent, and less than the best of intentions. Tired of being poor, Steven's father is
certain that preaching the Word of the Lord is the easy way to fame and fortune.
But just when they've got their act down pat and the money is rolling in, Steven
and Corey begin to realize that what they'd originally thought of as a harmless lie
is all about avarice and power and, ultimately, guilt. Each book includes a
reader's guide.
This project provides an in-depth study of narratives about Bluebeard and his
wives, or narratives with identifiable Bluebeard motifs, and the intertextual and
extratextual personal, political, literary, and sociocultural factors that have made
the tale a particularly fertile ground for an author’s adaptation of the story.
Whereas Charles Dickens, for example, expresses a sympathetic identification
with Bluebeard, and a discernable strain of misogyny emerges in his recreation of
the tale and recurrent allusions to it, his contemporary, William Makepeace
Thackeray, uses the tale as a springboard for his critique of avarice, hypocrisy,
pretension, and the subjugation of women in Victorian society.
“Alice Adams has an inimitable ‘voice’–quick, deft, brilliantly evocative and
specific. There is always something special about a story of hers, like a
watercolor perfectly executed.” --Joyce Carol Oates Award-winning writer Alice
Adams, whose major themes were the varied lives of contemporary women and
the hidden workings of human relationships is equally treasured for her short
stories and her novels. The stories collected here represent the full range of her
career, which included 25 appearances in The New Yorker, 6 O.Henry First
Prizes out of a total of 23 appearances, as well as inclusion in numerous Best
American Short Stories anthologies. In story after story insight joins with grace to
show us the truth about the lives of people around us. Included: “Verlie I Say
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Unto You,” “Beautiful Girl,” “The Swastika on the Door,” “Greyhound People,”
“The Girl Across the Room,” Truth or Consequences,” “Separate Planes,”
“Your Doctor Loves You,” “Old Love Affairs,” “Earthquake Damage,” and 43
other classic stories.
From the author of the New York Times bestselling novels The Handmaid’s
Tale—now an Emmy Award-winning Hulu original series—and Alias Grace, now a
Netflix original series. Joan Foster is the bored wife of a myopic ban-the-bomber.
She takes off overnight as Canada's new superpoet, pens lurid gothics on the
sly, attracts a blackmailing reporter, skids cheerfully in and out of menacing plots,
hair-raising traps, and passionate trysts, and lands dead and well in Terremoto,
Italy. In this remarkable, poetic, and magical novel, Margaret Atwood proves yet
again why she is considered to be one of the most important and accomplished
writers of our time.
In Vintage Living Texts teachers and students will find the essential guide to the
works of Margaret Atwood. This guide will deal with her themes, genre and
narrative technique, and a close reading of the texts will be accompanied with
likely exam questions, and contexts and comparisons - as well as providing a rich
source of ideas for intelligent and inventive ways of approaching the novels.
Meet the Rabbitte family, motley bunch of loveable ne'er-do-wells whose
everyday purgatory is rich with hangovers, dogshit and dirty dishes. When the
older sister announces her pregnancy, the family are forced to rally together and
discover the strangeness of intimacy. But the question remains: which friend of
the family is the father of Sharon's child? By the bestselling author of The
Commitments, now a long-running West End stage show. 'Unstoppable fun. A bighearted, big-night out' The Times
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Handmaid's Tale Cat’s
Eye is the story of Elaine Risley, a controversial painter who returns to Toronto,
the city of her youth, for a retrospective of her art. Engulfed by vivid images of the
past, she reminisces about a trio of girls who initiated her into the the fierce
politics of childhood and its secret world of friendship, longing, and betrayal.
Elaine must come to terms with her own identity as a daughter, a lover, an artist,
and a woman—but above all she must seek release form her haunting memories.
Disturbing, humorous, and compassionate—and a finalist for the Booker
Prize—Cat’s Eye is a breathtaking novel of a woman grappling with the tangled
knot of her life.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Handmaid's Tale In each
of these tales Margaret Atwood deftly illuminates the shape of a whole life: in a
few brief pages we watch as characters progress from the vulnerabilities of
adolescence through the passions of youth into the precarious complexities of
middle age. The past resurfaces in the present in ways both subtle and dramatic:
the body of a lost Arctic explorer emerges from the ice, a 2,000-year-old bog man
turns up in an archeological dig, a man with dark secrets marries his lover’s
sister, a girl who disappears on a canoe trip haunts her friend many decades
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later. The richly layered stories in Wilderness Tips map interior landscapes
shaped by time, regret, and lost chances, endowing even the most unassuming
of lives with a disquieting intensity.
Seemingly the simplest of stories—a passing anecdote of village life— Rock Crystal
opens up into a tale of almost unendurable suspense. This jewel-like novella by
the writer that Thomas Mann praised as "one of the most extraordinary, the most
enigmatic, the most secretly daring and the most strangely gripping narrators in
world literature" is among the most unusual, moving, and memorable of
Christmas stories. Two children—Conrad and his little sister, Sanna—set out from
their village high up in the Alps to visit their grandparents in the neighboring
valley. It is the day before Christmas but the weather is mild, though of course
night falls early in December and the children are warned not to linger. The
grandparents welcome the children with presents and pack them off with kisses.
Then snow begins to fall, ever more thickly and steadily. Undaunted, the children
press on, only to take a wrong turn. The snow rises higher and higher, time
passes: it is deep night when the sky clears and Conrad and Sanna discover
themselves out on a glacier, terrifying and beautiful, the heart of the void.
Adalbert Stifter's rapt and enigmatic tale, beautifully translated by Elizabeth
Mayer and Marianne Moore, explores what can be found between Christmas Eve
and Christmas Day—or on any night of the year.
From the author of the New York Times bestselling novels The Handmaid’s
Tale—now an Emmy Award-winning Hulu original series—and Alias Grace, now a
Netflix original series. Imprisoned by walls of their own construction, here are
three people, each in midlife, in midcrisis, forced to make choices--after the rules
have changed. Elizabeth, with her controlled sensuality, her suppressed rage, is
married to the wrong man. She has just lost her latest lover to suicide. Nate, her
gentle, indecisive husband, is planning to leave her for Lesje, a perennial
innocent who prefers dinosaurs to men. Hanging over them all is the ghost of
Elizabeth's dead lover...and the dizzying threat of three lives careening inevitably
toward the same climax.
With the publication of the best-selling The Handmaid's Tale in 1986, Margaret
Atwood's place in North American letters was reconfirmed. Poet, short story
writer, and novelist, she was acclaimed "one of the most intelligent and talented
writers to set herself the task of deciphering life in the late twentieth century."*
With Bluebeard's Egg, her second short story collection, Atwood covers a
dramatic range of storytelling, her scope encompassing the many moods of her
characters, from the desolate to the hilarious. The stories are set in the 1940s,
1950s, and 1980s and concern themselves with relationships of various sorts.
There is the bond between a political activist and his kidnapped cat, a woman
and her dead psychiatrist, a potter and the group of poets who live with her and
mythologize her, an artist and the strange men she picks up to use as models.
There is a man who finds himself surrounded by women who are literally
shrinking, and a woman whose life is dominated by a fear of nuclear warfare;
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there are telling relationships among parents and children. By turns humorous
and warm, stark and frightening, Bluebeard's Egg explores and illuminates both
the outer world in which we all live and the inner world that each of us creates.
*Le Anne Schreiber, Vogue
The author of The Handmaid's Tale discusses the writing life and the role of the
writer in society, making reference to many other writers, alive and dead, to make
her case.
In her preface to Robert Walser's Selected Stories, Susan Sontag describes
Walser as "a good-humored, sweet Beckett." The more common comparison is
to "a comic Kafka." Both formulations effectively describe the reading experience
in these stories: the reader is obviously in the presence of a mind-bending
genius, but one characterized by a wry, buoyant voice, as apparently cheerful as
it is disturbing. Walser is one of the twentieth century's great modern
masters—revered by everyone from Walter Benjamin to Hermann Hesse to W. G.
Sebald—and Selected Stories gives the fullest display of his talent. "He is most at
home in the mode of short fiction," according to J. M. Coetzee in The New York
Review of Books. The stories "show him at his dazzling best."
Bluebeard's EggHoughton Mifflin Harcourt
The cowboys, strippers, labourers and magicians of Pilgrims are all on their way
to being somewhere, or someone, else. Some are browbeaten and world-weary,
others are deluded and naïve, yet all seek companionship as fiercely as they can.
A tough East Coast girl dares a western cowboy to run off with her; a matronly
bar owner falls in love with her nephew; an innocent teenager falls hopelessly for
the local bully's sister. These are tough heroes and heroines, hardened by their
experiences, who struggle for their epiphanies. Yet hope is never far away and
though they may act blindly, they always act bravely. Sharply drawn and tenderly
observed, Pilgrims is filled with Gilbert's inimitable humour and warmth.
In this acclaimed collection of twelve stories, Margaret Atwood probes the territory of
childhood memories and the casual cruelty men and women inflict upon each other and
themselves. She looks behind the familiar world of family summers at remote lakes,
ordinary lives, and unexpected loves, and she unearths profound truths. A melancholy,
teenage love is swept away by a Canadian hurricane, while a tired, middle-aged
affection is rekindled by the spectacle of rare Jamaican birds; a potter tries to come to
terms with the group of poets who so smother her that she is driven into the arms of her
accountant; and, in the title story, the Bluebeard legend is retold as an ironic tale of
marital deception. Stark and scathing at times, humorous and compassionate at others,
"Bluebeard"'"s Egg" confirms once again Atwood's reputation as the pre-eminent
chronicler of our times.
The appearance of Margaret Atwood's first major collection of poetry marked the
beginning of a truly outstanding career in Canadian and international letters. The voice
in these poems is as witty, vulnerable, direct, and incisive as we've come to know in
later works, such as Power Politics, Bodily Harm, and Alias Grace. Atwood writes
compassionately about the risks of love in a technological age, and the quest for
identity in a universe that cannot quite be trusted. Containing many of Atwood's best
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and most famous poems, The Circle Game won the 1966 Governor General's Award
for Poetry and rapidly attained an international reputation as a classic of modern poetry.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Handmaid's Tale In this
extraordinary collection, Margaret Atwood gives us nine unforgettable tales that reveal
the grotesque, delightfully wicked facets of humanity. “Alphinland,” the first of three
loosely linked tales, introduces us to a fantasy writer who is guided through a stormy
winter evening by the voice of her late husband. In “Lusus Naturae,” a young woman,
monstrously transformed by a genetic defect, is mistaken for a vampire. And in the title
story, a woman who has killed four husbands discovers an opportunity to exact
vengeance on the first man who ever wronged her. By turns thrilling, funny, and thoughtprovoking, Stone Mattress affirms Atwood as our greatest creator of worlds—and as an
incisive chronicler of our darkest impulses.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Handmaid's Tale One of
Margaret Atwood’s most unforgettable characters lurks at the center of this intricate
novel like a spider in a web. The glamorous, irresistible, unscrupulous Zenia is nothing
less than a fairy-tale villain in the memories of her former friends. Roz, Charis, and
Tony—university classmates decades ago—were reunited at Zenia’s funeral and have
met monthly for lunch ever since, obsessively retracing the destructive swath she once
cut through their lives. A brilliantly inventive fabulist, Zenia had a talent for exploiting her
friends’ weaknesses, wielding intimacy as a weapon and cheating them of money,
time, sympathy, and men. But one day, five years after her funeral, they are shocked to
catch sight of Zenia: even her death appears to have been yet another fiction. As the
three women plot to confront their larger-than-life nemesis, Atwood proves herself a
gleefully acute observer of the treacherous shoals of friendship, trust, desire, and
power.
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